Nestled in a verdant colonial suburb of Hartford, Connecticut, just down the road from the historic homesite of the colonial Protestant minister, Johnathan Edwards, is the aviary of Wilma and Walt Willoughby.

Situated on a wooded acre, the Willoughbys have comfortably adapted their collection of Australian parakeets to the varied New England climate of warm, muggy summers and cold, snowy winters. Where many would shrink from outdoor housing of their birds, the Willoughbys have met the situation head-on with a relatively delicate group of birds and with great success.

Shortly after acquiring their home, the Willoughbys built a barn with wide swinging doors in the rear of their sprawling yard. Out of concern for the deed restrictions on their lot, the barn was built in conformity with the colonial architectural style demanded by the homeowner’s association. When queried about the barn’s purpose, the association was informed the barn was to house antique carriages. The carriage concept was immediately replaced with flights for parrots.

The barn is set on a cement slab and opens completely on the side facing the house. There are windows on the sides and skylights in the ceiling to permit the maximum amount of sunlight. A number of flights have been built inside the barn to house a variety of Australian parrots. Most of the flights are four feet wide by ten feet long and approximately seven feet high. The nesting area is in the rear away from the front door and food service area, providing a minimum of disturbance.

In addition to the single flights, there is one large community flight in which Princess of Wales are colony bred. At present the colony contains four pair of Princess, which have reproduced quite successfully. There are several individual California breeder cages set up in the remaining space. With the exception of the California breeders, the floors of all the flights are covered with a layer of sand to provide a softer substrate for the birds’ feet.

With the exception of the colony of Princess of Wales, all birds are bred one pair to a flight. Other birds in the collection include Australian red cap parrots, crimson wings, and several types of rosellas. The big attractions, however, are the various mutations, which include the blue Princess of Wales and the blue Pennant rosella, blue Bourke’s, and rosey Bourke’s.

Naturally, the Willoughbys couldn’t stop when their barn was full so they adapted a part of their basement to birds. One would think this would have been the place to start, but the basement still has more than enough room. The basement (houses don’t have basements in California or Arizona) is as large as the entire floor plan of the house and its ceiling rises about two feet above ground level. Spaced every few feet around the ground level are small windows allowing light and fresh air in from the outside. The Willoughbys have adapted these windows in a manner to allow birds to fly from a flight in the basement through the open window into a flight outside. The birds are allowed to go back and forth at will, yet may be shut in on a stormy winter’s day.

All of the Willoughbys’ birds are kept
immaculately clean. They are fed a diet of finch mix containing 50% canary seed, plus oats, safflower, a little sunflower seed, cut corn, grated apple and carrot, cooked beans, and broccoli. Clovetine vitamins are added into the soft foods, and fresh water is provided on a daily basis.

The diet during the coldest winter months is supplemented with commercial breakfast cereals of dried dates, fruits and nuts. These are fed in place of greens such as carrots and corn which tend to freeze during very cold temperatures. The birds also get pellets and additional amounts of hulled oats added to their seed mix in the winter.

During the winter season, the birds are closed in only on stormy days. The barn is unheated and keeps the birds only a few degrees warmer than the outside ambient temperature. During the worst part of the winter, Wilma moves the perches higher up in the flights, closer to the lights, which provide some heat.

The Willoughbys' interest in birds goes back to Wilma's father, the well-known German aviculturist, Joseph Dexler, who lives near Frankfurt, Germany where Wilma was born. As a child growing up, Wilma often helped her father with the bird chores, which were many, as the Dexters live on a farm and maintain quite a large collection of birds. Joseph Dexler has been raising birds for many years and has line bred a pure strain of the golden mantle rosella since 1954, and was the first to produce the blue Princess of Wales in 1964. Joseph Dexler was also one of the founding members of the German bird club known as the Augustaus Central (AC), which now boasts over 30,000 members.

Though Wilma was her father's assistant, she showed no personal interest in having her own collection in Germany. In the mid sixties, while working for the U.S. Department of Defense in Germany, Wilma met Walt Willoughby, who also worked for the U.S. government as an accountant. They fell in love, married, and moved to the States in 1966. It was not until 1979 that Wilma developed an independent interest in birds. In 1980 her father helped fuel that interest when he sent her a pair of blue Princess of Wales. The rest is history.

Today, Wilma tends to the daily chores of the birds, while Walt is at work. Walt, too, has developed an interest in hand feeding babies, which they prefer to do only when the parents refuse to care for their young. Walt also serves as chief cage and aviary builder, a task at which he has done a fine job.

In the future, Wilma and Walt would like to work with several other mutations including the yellow Princess, the red golden mantle rosella, and the powder blue Pennant rosella, which has white head and wing patches.

Their goal in aviculture is to learn as much as possible about the nutrition requirements and breeding habits of Australian parakeets and other varieties of birds and to ensure the successful captive breeding of these species.

The Willoughbys are very active in organized avicultural activities. They belong to the Connecticut Association for Aviculture, the New England Cage Bird Club (Massachusetts), and have been members of the AFA since 1980. Walt currently serves the American Federation of Aviculture as the AFA state coordinator for Connecticut. In fact, it should be noted that Walt, as AFA state coordinator, was very instrumental in rallying Connecticut aviculturists in a successful effort to twice defeat a proposed Connecticut state law to ban the sale of wild-caught birds.

Wilma is quite proud of her husband's efforts on behalf of AFA and is happy that in America the people can make a difference. She says that in Germany, aviculturists are very tightly regulated. German bird breeders are not allowed to transport or sell birds from one state to another without permits, even temporarily for a show. She notes that, in Germany, all birds must be close banded and cannot be sold without a veterinary certificate and a CITES permit. When I asked her why a CITES permit, which is supposed to be used only for international trade, she replied, "the German government wants it that way." Without dedicated AFAers like the Willoughbys, perhaps the same would happen in America.

The Willoughbys enjoy traveling, and occasionally return to Germany for family reunions. Recently, they visited Puerto Rico, where they got a firsthand view of the Puerto Rican Parrot Project, which is a U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service program to captive breed and reintroduce the highly endangered Puerto Rican parrot. They have two children, John and Michele, who are both in college. Perhaps they, too, will become aviculturists, making it three generations.

Willoughby photos continued on next page.
The outdoor flight is an extension of the basement flight. The birds enter and exit through the window seen at the bottom rear of this flight. During cold weather the birds can be confined to the warm basement.

Blue mutation of the Princess of Wales parrot.

Looking down the aisleway in Willoughby's aviary barn.

A colony of Princess of Wales parrots.
N. Jonas Englund

A tight, realistic style. Strong, balanced compositions. Surprising, surrealistic combinations of unexpected images. These are the delightful paintings of N. Jonas Englund. Born in Gothenburg, Sweden, of artistic parents, Englund studied at Berklee College of Music in Boston (U.S.A.) and performed with a Scandinavian rock group, with concert appearances on European television and recordings on British RCA labels.

A painter from childhood, Englund began exhibiting in 1983. He found the visual arts more immediate in statement and more permanent in effect. "When a musician performs or an artist paints, it is chiefly to bring pleasure to others, to evoke an emotional response from them. Music is the more difficult form: it is an abstraction without permanent, tangible existence. It often requires a group effort. A painting is a more personal effort with a physical presence. All an artist needs to communicate is a wall to hang his painting on and light enough to see it."

Parrotphernalia

A world traveller who lives today in Hawaii, N. Jonas Englund has exhibited successfully in Sweden, Denmark, and the U.S.A. His collectors include Volvo, Texaco Scandinavia, and Europe's Scandic Hotels.

Englund's parrot fantasies emerge from his fascination with the larger exotic birds and his impulse to whimsy. He sees parrots as intelligent, with distinctively human characteristics and identifiable personalities, and he depicts them in humorous combinations with things or events that would not normally occur. His appeal to the child in us who delights in flights of fancy is given weight and significance by the startling appropriateness of his juxtapositions and the insights they suggest.

Englund's original acrylic paintings are reproduced in posters or limited editions of 450 prints signed, numbered and remarqued on museum archival paper. Write C/O Box 1274, Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744 or call today, toll free (U.S.A.) 1-800-367-8047, ext. 463.

Kauai: Ship Store Gallery, Poipu, 742-7123
Oahu: Adon Gallery, Kaneohe, 235-2100
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SUN CONURES, domestic handled tame babies, 1988 hatch, $300. Quality birds. Suns are my specialty. Patricia Green, N. California. (916) 934-5175. (1X1)


TOURACOS AVAILABLE NOW. White-crested, Schalow's, red-crested, white-crested. Also: Eclectus, harlequin, Amazon. For new blood lines. Call Carol, Santa Monica, CA. (512) 885-4899, Mary McDonald, Texas. (1X1)

WANTED: FULL-TIME PERSON experienced in aviculture and horticulture, to work with a large collection of avian species. Write Clement Solano, Rt. 2, Box 99, Elkton, FL 32033 or call (out-of-state) 1-800-237-7966, (within Florida) 1-800-237-7960. (1X2)

SPANISH domestic handfed doves, 1988 hatch. Also: suns, normals, crested, pyrs, ringnecks, lutino macaws, hyacinths. Call Martin, Box 642, Newhall, CA 91321. (1X1)

INDIAN RINGNECKS - 1988 hatch $800. Adult males $1000. Call (813) 238-0143. (1X1)

MACAWS: s/s tame, male pair, $200. Female, $150. Mexican red-throated, Picasso, yellow-shouldered, Diamante, grey, white bellied, tattersalls, lutino, cockatiels. Call Reigle's Aviary, (717) 266-1383, Pennsylvania. (2X2)

SPOON BILLED BLUE RINGNECKS, bred from split blue parents. Special prices for export only. $150 each. Minimum 4 birds to order. FOB Hawaii. Phone (808) 235-2608. (2X2)

KEEL BILLED TOUCANS, s/s tame pair $2250. Mexican red-headed, s/s mature hen $300. Chaco blue fronted, s/s young male $400. Mexican double yellow-headed, 20 year old s/s male $550. Need to trade white bearded cacique for new blood lines. Ralph Lima, (618) 703-1112, southern California. (2X2)

DOMESTIC BABY MACAWS: top quality yellow collared, severa, Noble's, Hahn's, blue & golds, albinos - selling all splits. Also '88 hatch youngsters. For new blood lines. Charles Arold, Star Route, Box 355, Galeria, Ariz. (818) 892-2992. (1X1)

HANDED CLORED BANDED HATCHLINGS. Rose breast and umbrella cockatoos. Blue & gold, scarlet, Hahn's, severa, harlequin, catalina macaws. Mature pairs: macaws, cockatoos, hawk-headed and Amazon parrots. Will trade hyacinth hen for hyacinth male. Call (512) 885-4899, Mary McDonald, Texas. (1X1)
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H & H AVIARIES INC. serving the bird industry with all types of bird supplies. Lowest prices, quick shipping. We can custom build nest boxes to your design. We breed many of our own birds, specializing in Lady Gouldians $50 ea. 5 lbs. spray miter $15 delivered in U.S.A. Send for free catalog. H & H Aviaries Inc. 6225 Weyers Rd., Kaukauna, WI 54130. Phone (414) 788-6001.

ASYSSIAN LOVE BIRDS - 1988 close-banded, unrelated, second and third generation, domestically bred birds. Dr. R.E. Baer, (614) 836-5835, Ohio. 1(XG)

BABY PARROTS AND COCKATISOAS hand raised, close-banded, baby yellow headed parrots and umbrella cockatoos hatched in our aviary. Dr. R.E. Baer, (614) 836-5832, Ohio. 1(XG)

COCKATILS: unsexed white faced $150, splits $50, green split to blues (male possible double split), geese, wood duck, Mandarins, wild mallard duckling, over $300. (714) 879-5980, southern California. 1(X2)

WHITE SWANS AND BLACK SWANS, Canadian, female lutino. Call Ron, (602) 835-5320, Arizona. 1(X2)


TIONS: rosy, yellow, cinnamon, split. Scarlet chested. BLUE RINGNECK, 3 years, beautiful male. 1988 hatch. Red and black headed. $50 each. West Los Angeles (504) 928-7495. 5(X6)

NAQUIN, Jr., 8032 Summa Avenue, Suite C, Baton Rouge, with much free time. Room and board; salary 33307-4494. Call (305) 587-1693. 5(lCB)

REFERENCES required. Call (516) 868-2698; write Box 0335, Baldwin, NY 11510. 1(X2)

CLOSED BANDED DOMESTIC HAND-FED birds, Ringnecks (all colors), Amazons, African greys, cockatoos, blue streaked tories, rosellas, conures (all types), macaws, and most cockatiel mutations are bred on occasion. S.A.S.E. for price list. Lu Chen Aviaries, P.O. Box 24494, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33307-4494. Call (305) 587-1693.

AVICULTURAL BREEDING & RESEARCH CENTER is always interested in RARE cockatiels such as slenderbills, either species, true blue-eyes, any of the black cockatoos, gangs, etc. Particularly interested in the red shining parrot (Prosopela tabuensis splendens). Not afraid of the price, but we do demand complete verification of sex. Please call (407) 795-5135, Florida. 3(X4)

NOW YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN SHOW PROPS. They are inexpensive and easy to make. Each booklet contains illustrated directions for construction, and complete training instructions. Now available: Bank, basketball, rings on peg, colored cups, puzzle, cup pull. Each booklet $3.95. Basic trick training kit contains instructions on the first 8 basic tricks, plus clicker, $.49. For brochure send SASE. ARC, P.O. Box 10706, Brookeville, Florida 34601. 1(X3)

SCENIC BIRD FOODS — The most advanced formulas for birds available. Now in corn, cheese, and red apple flavors. Light and crunchy, your birds will love it! Send SASE for free information or $3 for generous samples. Greeson’s Baby Parrots, 4201 S.W. 25th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33312. 1(X2)


BABY BLUE AND GOLD, military x Buffon’s, greenwinged, red, fronted, scarlet, hyacinth macaws. Hand fed, excellent dispositions, CLOSED BANNED. Available reasonably. Barb’s Birds, (602) 585-4701. Reservations suggested. 1(XG)

QUALITY BREEDER COCKATIELS for sale, 200 pair, average of 2.5 yrs. of age and over, close-banded, super tame suns, jendays and gold caps bred in our indoor aviaries under carefully controlled conditions. Handfeeding or weaned onto pellet diet. Domestic, surgically sexed pairs also available, some proven. Health guaranteed. Wholesale inquiries are invited. Will ship. Call Dave Followill, Melbourne, Florida area. Call (407) 773-7571. 3(XG)

GOULDIAN FINCHES, normal and white breasted. Also painted fins (Emblema picta), rare, beautiful, good breeders. Herschel Frey, 1170 Firwood Dr., Pittsburg, PA 15243. Call (412) 561-7194. (cont) 1(XG)


HELena E. LapaRTA — MONTE SERENO AVIARIES. Macaws, Congo greys and cockatoos. I specialize in highly individualized attention to the small, select number of hand-fed babies I raise each year. All babies are given a complete physical with lab tests by an avian vet & results are forwarded to you. 15367 Via Palomino, Monte Sereno, CA 95030. Phone (408) 395-9053. 1(XG)

HELP! HELP! Please ship us your INFERTILE EGGS! Need 6 to 9 of each species. They will be used in research and education by the University of Georgia. Eggs to become part of our Natural History Museum. Attempting all 8,400-plus wild species. Ship to: JACK CLANTON 150 Ravenwood Run Athens, GA 30605 (404) 548-4897

AFFE WATCHBIRD 55